Our Next A.G.M.

The Annual General Meeting organizing committee consisting of Ted Rowe, Kelly Russell and Jim Payne are active setting up the meeting in St. John's October 22-24. Workshop coordinators are being contacted currently. There is no doubt that this will be a most memorable AGM.

If you are planning to come, a visit to your local travel agent VERY SOON would be a good idea. Your travel plans will, no doubt, be complicated by the fact that October 22 is the date of change from the "shoulder" to "off" season as far as air fares go. "Shoulder" is somewhere between "peak" and "off" season. Just to give you an idea of some of the options, the first quote to get from Calgary to St. John's for the AGM resulted in a return fare of $442 for a one week stay - and $884 for the weekend. However, on further prodding it turned out that it is possible to book an air bus to Toronto ($229) and a weekend fare from there to St John's ($228), meaning that a weekend return Calgary-St John's need cost only $457. While there are some pre-booking restrictions on this option, it is viable - and such bargain hunting may save quite a bit of money. You may have to push the travel/ticket agent a bit to find these kinds of options, as they are usually happy to just go through the normal channels. Do it soon, as the flights sometimes are filled quite a while in advance.